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Objectives and Introduction
Osteoporosis is a worldwide epidemic, expresses high morbidity
and mortality, resulting in high social [1]. Today, the examination of
bone densitometry by Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is
the gold standard test for diagnosing the disease. However, its cost
and viability are restricted mainly to underdeveloped and emerging
countries. The availability of equipment for bone densitometry in
Brazil in 2005 was 0.8 per 1 million inhabitants [2,3]. Panoramic
radiography has been used to screen patients with low bone
mineral density (BMD) evaluating the thickness and shape of the
mandibular cortica [4-9]. The fact of panoramic radiograph cover
important anatomical structures and have a low cost can be of great
value to Dentistry providing the dentist the diagnosis of maxillary
bone quality.
The aim of this opinion was consider to the results of a Camargo
AJ et al. [10], thesis about the characterization of the mandibular
canal walls to assess possible changes caused by osteopenia/
osteoporosis, indicating whether or not correlation between
mandibular bone quality and systemic bone quality. Camargo AJ
et al. [10]. Characterization the mandibular canal walls to evaluate
possible changes caused by osteoporosis. Thesis de Master’s degree
defended in the Post-Graduate Program in Oral Diagnosis of FOUSP,
2013).

Method

The author used in her thesis the methodology employed by
Alonso et al. [11] Used the Panoramic radiographs of 52 women,
aged over 45 years (56.4±8.4 years) were analyzed and divided
into three groups, according to results of the DXA (spine, femur
and forearm): Group N (normal group, n=26), group E (n=18) with
osteopenia and group O (n=8) with osteoporosis. To characterize
the pattern of cortical bone of the mandibular canal was used
binary and skeletonized images from panoramic radiographs. The
quantity of black pixels of each ROI was accounted.

Results
Significant differences were found between relative amount
of black pixels in the region of the branch (R) of the mandibular
canal (p<0.05) and the mean true when compared among groups
of samples. In regions of the mandibular canal near the mental
foramen (MF) and angle (A) statistical tests did not show the
significant differences. Statistical analyses showed a significant
difference in the average amount relative of black pixels in the
region of the branch (R) of the mandibular canal (p<0.05) compared
among research groups, using the Tukey test.

Discussion

Until the moment no study has addressed the analysis of
cortical mandibular canal as performed in this work despite of
several researchers have studied the possibility of the use of
panoramic radiography in dentistry as a way of screening patients
with low bone mineral density [4-17]. The research was based on
counting the number of black pixels obtained from the binarization
of clippings radiographic images, which resulted in black pixels and
white pixels of these binary images.
The Tukey test indicated that the mean of the group N and
group O are significantly different. Thus, in the normal group of the
cortical of the mandible canal were more radiopaque and evident
(contained more black pixels) than the group with osteoporosis.
Therefore the more radiopaque the cortical wall of the CM, the
structure is denser and healthier. This significant difference
between the groups may be related to the low number of teeth
present in women with osteoporosis as the mean found in group
N was 18.730 and the group O of 3.075, at consistent with several
studies [4-6,13,18,19]. According to Alonso et al visual analysis
of the morphological characteristics of the mandibular canal
performed by an experienced radiologist had a high sensitivity
value (70.4%) when correlated to systemic bone diagnosed by DXA
[11].
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Xie et al. [20] noted that cortical thickness in the mandible angle
decreases with aging and show significant differences between 76
and 86 years of age (p <0.05). The authors found that the resorption
in the wall of the CM was more prevalent in individuals with asthma
(odds ratio 6.0), with thyroid disease (odds ratio: 3.04), and in
individuals with a cortical thickness of the mandible in the region of
angle of less than 1mm thickness (odds ratio 2.74) By Camargo AJ
et al. [10], and I agree this increased resorption of higher cortical of
the canal mandible may be related to dental loss and its proximity to
the residual ridge, which stopped receiving stimuli of mastication.
In the literature, the authors state that occur significant age-related
changes in radiomorphometric indices obtained in different
regions of the mandibular cortex (mental index, MI; antegonial
index, AI and gonial index, GI) identifying low BMD and evaluating
the role of osteoporosis in alterations of these indices, which can
occur significantly in women and men [15,21,22].

Conclusion

These results suggest that the mandibular canal suffers action of
osteoporosis and the analysis of cortical mandibular canal through
the amount of black pixels can be a useful tool in the evaluation of
patients with osteoporosis.
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